
A Simple Spectrum Analyzer
Pocket-Sized 0 to 100 MHz Unit Uses Only Three lCs

By Albert Helfrick
Doty nFL hdustries

Here is one of our RF Design Awards
contest entries, an extremly simple spec-
trum analyzer usable with a general-
purpose oscilloscope. lt is a valuable tool,
allowing detection of RF energy at low
levels. ln addition to the circuit design
and equipment troubleshooting applica-
tions noted by the author, this unit should
be extremly useful in locating leakage
'from shielded enclosures, pinpointing
sources of radiation in digital circuits, and
tracking down sources of inbrterence.

f his simple spectrum analyzer is con-
I structed using only three integrated

circuits. The unit covers inputs from near
zero to 100-plus MHz and has a log dis-
play range of more than 60 dB with a min-
imum detectable signalof -75 dBm. The
sweep linearity and log display linearity
is excellent.

The analyzer is most often used as a
low level signal searching tool for trouble-
shooting and developing RF circuits. The
analyzer is used with one or two turn coils
attached to a length of coaxial cable to
sniff out the presence of RF signals. As
an example, the analyzer can be used to
tune oscillators and amplifiers by placing

the pick-up coil near the circuit to be
tuned. The analyzer is invaluable for tun-
ing transmitters since parasitic oscilla-
tions ofien occur when a transmitter is
poorly tuned. lt is also suitable for tun-
ing low level circuits where levels high
enough to be used with a crystal detec-
tor or an oscilloscope would saturate the
circuit being tuned.

Circuit Description
The spectrum analyzer uses the con-

ventional multiple conversion superhet-
erodyne technique. The input frequency
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the spectrum analyzer.
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range of zero to 100 MHz is converted to
the first lF ol 145 MHz using the converter
section of a Motorola MCg356 FSK re-
ceiver chip. The local oscillator for the first
conversion covers from 145 MHz lo 245
MHz and uses the local oscillator of the
FSK chip with varactor tuning. The Motor-
ola chip is specified for 200 MHz opera-
tion but there is no difficulty operating the
oscillator at more than 260 MHz. The fre-
quency capability of the mixer output is
not specified but it is used at 14S MHz.

The mixer output is tuned using a heli-
cal resonator. This device is normally
used in front-ends of VHF FM receivers.
The helical resonator is the most expen-
sive device in the design, and the cost of
the analyzer could be reduced significant-
ly by substituting a home-made helical
resonator made with bus wire and a good-
quality trimmer capacitor. Commercial
resonators are available in several band-
widths and have good image rejection at
the second lF of 1O.7 MHz. The resonator
is matched, or more accurately mis-
matched, to the mixer output. The resul-
ting loss of gain does not affect the
analyzer since the full 60 dB of dynamic
range available from the log amplifier is
realizable. The ultimate sensitivity of the

Figure 2. Photo of spectral rcpresentation of a distorted 10 MHz signal
from.a fu_nction genemtor providing a squarc wave. The 21.4 MHz ipur
can be eliminated with an improved helibal filter.
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Model A5l provid€s a flat DC voltage
gain better tha l0 (G over conventional detea-
tors, The unit r€ple€s rcst &tectors where
easily increased gain ls desired.

. The ffiit basically consists of a spe_
cially deslgred voltac dostinq wide band RF
transtormer, load€d at he s.co-nd.ry by a fre_
quency compensating ternin.tion network. More
galn in voltag€ is reallzed by +plying a dual
microwave diod€ volt.g€ do(Arlinq network at thls
termination. Adttionat DC output ts gained
from raising the dlodes, operailng polnt in the
squar€ law region with respect lo the RF lnput

The detector is shunted by low capacl_
tece fiess ba 150 pfl for exceptionaily hlgh
trequency response on the DC side. For'acrdl_
tlonal flatress, a retwork isolates the DC or
Video ourput from the reacilve effects or
'suckouts. mrnally assoclated with various
c*l€ lengths chn€cted between the detector and
the scope. recorder, or other device.
Addltional €xternal capacltance at the DC ouput
may be used to reduce the high frequency vi;eo
response tor noise and translent reduction
without ihe usual resonance dlsto.iion effects
reflecled back to the RF Termlnation. Some
appllcations lnclude sweep dtsptay, RF measure-
menls, and slgnal monltorlng,
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analyzer is -75 dBm and extends up to
-15 dBm. Because the mixer of the 3356
does not have a well defined input impe-
dance such as a diode double balanced
mixel the broadband frequency response
of the analyzer is not spectacular, but
quite decent at plus or minus 3 or 4 dB
over the full frequency range.

The first lF of 150 MHz is mixed down
to the second lF of 10.7 MHz using a
Signetics NE602 oscillator/mixer chip.
The oscillator frequency of the NE602
operates at 155.7 MHz, which is 10.7 MHz
above the first lF of 145 MHz. The oscilla-
tor frequency is tuned by deforming the
coil. The output of the second mixer is
liltered with a 1O.7 MHz ceramic filter
which offers a passband of about 250 kHz
and is gaussian shaped for minimum
scan loss. This filter sets the ultimate
resolution of the analyzer and the FM
broadcast bandwidth is in concert with the
frequency scan rate and inherent phase
noise of the oscillators.

The 10.7 MHz lF is where the majority
of gain for the spectrum analyzer is ob-
tained. This is normal for a design of this
type. The MC3356 chip is configured as
an FSK receiver but it has an output
which is proportional to the log of the
limiter input. This output is used as the
log output of the spectrum analyzer. Note
that the discriminator is not used.

Simplicity is the key to the analyzer
design. A simple relaxation oscillator con-
sisting of an op-amp is used as the basic
time base generator. The linear ramp
does not need to be shaped for frequen-
cy linearity if a hyperabrupt varactor diode
is used such as the MV209 in this circuit.
The resulting linearity is about 1 ot 2 pet-
cent of the total frequency span.

The output ramp is buffered and used
as the Y axis drive for the oscilloscope.
The same buffered ramp is attenuated
with the scan width potentiometer and fed
to a summing amplifier which sums the
center frequency potentiometer voltage.
The output of this amplifier is used to
drive the varactor diode. ln order to gain
the maximum voltage available for the
diode, the diode is biased to +12 volts by
directly connecting it to the oscillator coil
which is a DC path to the +12 volt supply.
The approximately +10 volts peak output
from the summing amplifier results in a
-2lo -22 volts bias across the diode. The
negative going voltage applied to varac-
tor diode is the opposite polarity of the
ramp applied to the X axis of the oscillo-
scope. This results in the proper relation-
ship between the sweep voltage of the
oscilloscope and the analyzer frequency.

The output of the ramp generator op-
amp, which is a square wave, is used as
a blanking voltage. Rather than using the
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Z axis of the oscilloscope for blanking, the
oscilloscope trace is "pushed off the
screen" during retrace by applying the
square wave to the log output. This elimi-
nates the need to supply three connec-
tions to the oscilloscope and to contend
with the differing Z axis blanking require-
ments.

The cost of the analyzer is obviously a
function of the individual parts and pri-
marily the cost of the helical filter. lt should
not be difficult to replicate the analyzer

(complete, power supply, case and all) for
less than $50 if the helical resonator is
home-made. lt's probably the best $50
tool an RF designer could own. m
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Depend on Kay Bench Attenuators to stand up to your requirements
on the job. Each provides high accuracy, low insertion loss, good VSWR
characteristics and long operational life. Available in either standard or
miniature sizes, and in 50, 75 or 90 ohm models. BNC connectors are
standard (TNC or SMA are optional). Listed below are some typical
attenuator models.

Standard 431*
Size 432"

442

DC-1GHz 0-41d8
DC-1GHz 0-101d8
DC-1GHz 0-101dB

DC-1GHz O-22.IdB .ldB
DC-1.5GHz 0-101d8 1dB
DC-1GHz 0-102.5dB .sdB
DC-1GHz 0-101d8 ldB

*The models 431 and 432 are available in high wattage (3W) versions at an
additional cost. Please add HW to model number when ordering.

Kay Elemetrics also o{fers a complete
line of Programmable, Rotary and Con-
tinuously VariableAttenuators and can design
an attenuator to fit your specific needs. For
a complete catalog and price list or to place
an order call Vernon Hixson at (2Ol) 227 -

2000, ext. 104.

KAYKayEremetric".oJ"t'"i;';3;.'tr.;H,i:[t,nt-r-rtfrt,
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See us at the RF Technology Expo 1988, Booth #663.


